
ALEC  BRADLEY  MAXX  CULTURE

Today I will be reviewing the Alec Bradley, Maxx Culture.  Right away I want to thank Bryan Glenn for set-
ting up another review contest, and for the great deal provided via SmokeInn on the 2pack of these sticks.  
This 6.5 x 54 stick has a nice dark brown wrapper with a slightly oily sheen to it.  It has a firm and even 
pack with a slight give from end to end.  The cigar has several nice looking, small veins throughout it with 
tight and visible seems.  It has a faint, slightly sweet tobacco smell.  Let’s hit up my Cigar, Whiskey, and 
Guitar blues station on Pandora via my phone, cut the cigar, and light her up.

First light gives a light, creamy smoke with medium bodied wood 
flavors.  It leaves a slight oil slick on my lips and tongue.  The finish 
seems a bit short, fading away completely about halfway before my 
next draw.  There is a nice smoke output, and a draw that seems just 
right.  The cigar gives off a nice smoke from the end, even a neighbor 
who was passing by (who does not like cigars) commented on the very 
pleasant smell it left in the air.  This is always a great plus for smoking 
near others.

Halfway through the first third, I notice the burn is getting a little 
lopsided.  One end is burning about a centimeter lower than the other.  
It doesn’t look like it’ll need any attention, but I’ll keep an eye on it.  
However, I do have a slight construction issue coming up it seems.  A small portion of the wrapper has 
begun to peel up in the first third, hopefully nothing comes of it though.  I have also begun to notice a tiny 
hint of chocolate, and a few light coffee flavors mixed in.  The wood still makes up the vast majority of the 
body, however.

The mostly grey, flaky ash holds on well into the second third.  It 
does, however, fall in the center of my lap.  It’s a nice solid chunk, 
with several little flaky bits flying all over my shirt and pants.  The 
timing works against my favor here, as I jump up and shake myself 
while beating my clothes clean... to the great amusement of a neigh-
bor who is currently walking past.  I did not know that I was going to 
be the entertainment tonight.

The cigar no longer seems to let off much 
smoke between draws, while still giv-
ing me a good amount when I take my 

puffs.  It’s around 35 minutes in at this point and the flavors have not changed 
very much.  Wood still dominates, while the cocoa from earlier has faded away 
completely.  But I can still taste hints of coffee if I search for them.  The burn 
has self corrected and is now razor sharp, and the peeling wrapper has now 
burnt away without causing any issues.  Retrohaling reveals a slight pepper 
has arrived, but enough that it doesn’t even burn my nose to do.  There has 
also been a tiny kick in strength, which I hope doesn’t happen again.  It is very 
light, but I felt pretty queasy this morning, so I would hate for the cigar to 
cause that to return.

I reach the halfway point around 50 minutes, showing that this cigar is going to 
last me quite a while.  This is nice, but at the same time disadvantageous to my 
current smoking position.  When I first came outside, it was still light out and 
the air was only cool.  At this point it is 7:30, and the temperature has already 
reached 55F (despite the low for the night being 45F).  This almost makes me 



regret smoking in pants, t-shirt, and sandals.... though I am warm natured enough to not be bothered 
much by it.  The burn has once again gone a little uneven, but nothing to be worried about.

I knock off over an inch of ash (saving myself from the disgraceful ash-lap dance of before) as I approach 
the final third.  The coffee flavor seems to have mostly retreated at this point, as I barely notice it even 
when trying to seek it out.  There mainly is only a remaining wood and slightly increasing pepper taste 
that leaves a slight tingle on my lips and tongue.  The strength has stayed the same, still light and with no 
more kicks like before.

As I enter the final third, the finish of the cigar has now changed 
to last from one draw to the next.  The body is still mostly a 
wooden flavor with the slight pepper.  The burn has once again 
self corrected and is razor sharp.  I end up stepping inside for 
2-3 minutes at one point, and come back outside to a still prop-
erly burning cigar that didn’t need a relight.  I feel like another 
minute would have been too much, but it’s great to be able to 
put the stick down and not need to relight, as that would ruin 
the cigar at this stage.

I finish the cigar at an hour and 35 minutes with no further changes in the flavor.  It probably would have 
lasted another 10-15 minutes easily, but the smoke was starting to warm up and the outside temperature 
was now around 49F.  I’ve no problem with quitting here as this was already a very long smoke and very 
enjoyable, despite being very simple.

If you like mild to medium bodied cigars with little strength, this one should suit you just fine.  The main 
flavors are just a nice and consistent wood, starting with some tiny hints of coffee and chocolate, and 
ending with a light and mild pepper.  There were never any burn issues that did not fully self correct, and 
the band came off very easily (A few of my recent smokes have been a struggle to get the band off, which 
is very frustrating, thanks for the easy to remove band, Alec Bradley!).  Thanks again to Bryan for the 
contest, Smoke Inn for the cigars, and to anyone who takes the time to read my review and vote for me in 
the contest.  Time to sign out and warm up!


